H
Hello?
X
Hello
H
Hey, how are you?
X
Hey, I’m fine. Now it works … (inaudible)
H
Sorry what?
X
Now it’s working
H
Yes, very good. One second. Oh, there’s image as well
X
Yes
H
How are you doing?
X

Oh, I’m Ok. I got up early, and went shopping. And I’m writing a few things
and thinking about the future
H
Ok. What were you thinking?
X
I was thinking about my vacation. And had this idea yesterday that I should go
on my own to Japan for a few weeks
H
To japan?
X
Yes
H
Nice
X
Yes
H
Have you been before?
X
Never. I feel like it could be a good timing, because I have some vacation, I
have the money, I’m alone and I feel like a Japanese monk or something
H
That sounds very good
X
Yes. Something like, rent a room from Airbnb or something and just wander
around. Not doing travelling much but just being there, take some buses, go
swimming and write
H
And take some fast trains as well
X
Yes also
H
They are also cool I think. I’ve never been on one but they seem pretty good
X
Ok. Have you been there?
H
No no no I’ve never been to Japan
X
Ok
H
No. I’d like to go as well, but I’ve never had the reason or the money to go so
far. I’m also afraid of earthquakes. And they have quite a few of them over
there

X
Yes true. No but maybe I… I’d like to go there and there’s a big earthquake and
I die there. It’s perfect
H
That’s a way of spending your vacation of course. How is Paris?
X
It’s very sunny now and a bit … not that warm, it’s a bit cold. Now the air is
a bit cold and it’s very sunny so it’s really cosy to go out. And apart from that
it’s been raining a lot, and I have this thing in my ear, you know. I don’t know
what’s it called in English
H
Like an infection or something
X
Yes, so I have to take some antibiotics and I can’t go swimming anymore
H
I used to have that when I was a kid all the time and you couldn’t go swimming
X
The doctor she said: “did you take a plane recently?” So maybe it’s a combination with flight and weather
H
I never thought of that
X
But it was very rainy the days before, and I’ve been a lot to the cinema and
watched this Japanese film that maybe made me think about Japan. And I also
met two Japanese girls, so, there is a combo
H
There is a combination of Japanese things. You also have the … I’m sitting in
Ch’ien Chien now but it doesn’t look like it looked like when you were here
X
I can see the plants behind you
H
No, it looks exactly the same, the plants are the same, everything is the same,
but it’s just that, you know, now I have laundry and stuff in here as well, but
that’s fine. But also I have the menu for the videos in front. It also has the
Michiko video. That’s also an early Japanese video from you
X
Yes, maybe the first one. At the time I was watching a lot of Ozu movies, have
you seen some?
H
Yes I’ve seen a few
X
He’s from the 50s, 60s. And this one is the very last one, with this character

Michiko. And also that was the name of Anne at the time, Anne Laplantine,
she was calling herself Michiko, for her first recording
Part removed
H
Yes. It’s the …
X
It’s also one of my favorite films. It’s cool. This Michiko, she’s just, she’s just a
very polite girl of course, and everyone wants to make her do things that she
doesn’t ask for. Like people say to her “you should marry, but not with that guy,
with that one”. She’s in love with one, but he doesn’t want to. It’s always tricky. I
mean she’s always alone and everyone is talking about her
Part removed
H
But this is also because at the time … so this is one of the first videos you
made, right?
X
Yes, I think actually it’s the very first one of this series and somehow the idea.
Because then, it’s one of the possibilities of what I use like as a … how do you
say …
H
It’s a method in a way
X
Yes, in a way. I wouldn’t… Or a variation of the same all the time. But, I don’t
want it to be a recipe, so I don’t make so much like … one is really a combination of different things. Sometimes… otherwise it shouldn’t work
H
But so, in Michiko it’s only the words in the video, Michiko, it’s only when
people tell Michiko to do something. Or it’s every time people says her name
actually
X
No it’s really every time her name is appearing in the subtitle, or when they say
it. But to me it’s nice when it’s written down. I chose that version
H
When it’s written in the subtitle
X
Yes. Also, because it’s mute, but it wouldn’t have worked if it was only the film
itself without the titles. I think it’s nice that it’s written down. Michiko. It’s like a
signal.

Connection breaks
Skype dial up again
H
Hello again. Can you hear me?
X
Yes
H
Weird, the connection was lost or something
X
Yes, I just vanished
H
I can’t see you anymore, you’re gone
X
No, now you can see me
H
Because then also … the other sound works from the same time, where you
are using variations of that as well. All the works where you have … Every time
any of the roles in a film says one name, for example Martin, or … what is it
again, the one from Dreyer? Ah, from Dreyer, that’s Martin, yes
X
Yes. The film is called Dies Irae, in Latin. I think, maybe, in French it’s called
Day of Anger. It’s the story about a woman, she wants to live her own life, it’s a
bit like Michiko too, but she’s married to an old man, and she doesn’t like him.
She likes the … she loves the … her husband’s son, who is a very nice young
man. And then she decides to tell she’s in love and everything, and to open her
heart. And then she’s condemned to be burned as a witch, and no one supports
her, and she finishes burnt
H
And Martin is the son, or what?
X
Yes, Martin is the son. But I don’t know, actually, most of the names I pick up
are people I know. It’s just like, from addressing. I think it’s something nice to
address someone. Martin actually … there’s no one I know who’s called Martin
H
They start around the same time of course, the video and the sound works,
using this way. It’s around 99, 2000, something like that
X
Yes, it’s almost the opposite. I mean, Michiko is a film without sound, and Martin is sound without picture
H

Because most of them … some of your videos have sound as well, but they all
have video of course. Whereas almost… well you also have the more pop-like
songs, or music, but they come a bit later in a way. The other ones are very, I
mean especially the first ones are very cinematic, even if there are no images
X
Yes exactly. Because I did them with video program. I never use sound programs. I am super bad at using audio programs. I don’t get it. It’s a matter of
time. I like that the time is divided into 25 frames. They did the things with
video. It’s like (inaudible)
H
Even if you do them in video they are also very much connected to music as
well. I mean, they are sound works, and it’s also, in this case also, with Michiko
for example, which is then for Anne Laplantine who was your wife and who is
a musician and who comes and … Well it’s all part of this same scene as well,
in a way
X
Most of my (inaudible) was hanging out with musicians, actually. And also
when I got married to Anne Laplantine, her father said that she’s the woman of
sound and I’m the man of pictures
H
But if you’re the man of pictures, you don’t use many pictures
X
No, mostly sound
H
The man of pictures using mostly sound. So it’s still very connected. Did you
show the films and also the sound works, did you present them in music venues as well at the time
X
I think it happened quite a few times. I remember the biggest event which was
an audio festival in a city in France, with sound works in the space, and people
listening to sound with headphones, and it was combined with concerts or performances for three days. And I put some mix of every track I had, combined.
And then I talked about it. And also I did some presentation or concert of this
song Pardon. “Sorry”. And it was the longer version of the same loop and loop
and loop, and the voice saying “pardon”
H
But that’s a bit later no? That’s 2010 or something
X
Yes, probably around, yes
H
But that one you played live as well? Because none of the other things, you can
… you can’t really play any of the other things live. They’re just edited in a vid-

eo program so there’s almost no live element in it. How did you play Pardon?
X
I just had the track. I played it. Then I had two pedals, like a loop one. Actually
I had just one, like a Boss … No it wasn’t Boss, it was something else, it was
this machine combining a loop and a delay. So I played the track, and after a
while I looped it, and then I delayed it, and looped it again, and delayed it. That
made, after a while, a wall of sound. But it was short, like ten minutes. Otherwise no, I didn’t feel like making it as music really. Sometimes I said to people,
when they asked me if I make music, I said “No, I think of it as sound collage”.
And then they say “But it’s music”
H
But they get more musical with time, in a way. Because the earlier ones which
have this more cutting out … like for example only the voice from Rachel from
Blade Runner, or only every time a name is mentioned in a film, they are pretty
… In a way they are rather strict. Of course there is a musical thing coming to
it but they are rather strict. And then some of the later ones which are much
more rhythmical, where there are even shorter segments that you’ve cut out,
like nothing something, or si papa no papa. Then they become much more of
very minimal compositions, like, rhythmical or musical in a way
X
Yes exactly, that’s true. Maybe at the beginning I didn’t feel like composing
them. I just wanted to see what is the result randomly because when you have
this short sentences, one after the other, like for example in this Blade Runner
thing it could be like a … one sentence. And then the next one is ten minutes
after so the background is really different so it creates music. But then with
more (inaudible) just have this little sample and it’s sort of a composition as I
have to decide … I mean I have the possibilities of rhythms in mind. So I tried
sometimes different tempos. I don’t have really a plan of composition, but in
the beginning I have to put it like that and I feel the voices, like, “is it good like
that?” And I go on, and I develop it until I think it’s …
H
If you have the more early works, which go very much in a chronological order, they follow the chronological order of the source material, and then later
you would have actual overlaying as well, which you don’t really have in the
early ones at all. So you have the something and nothing, and of course sometimes they come at the same time, which changes both the sound and also in
a way the meaning, I guess, or feeling or whatever. And the same with si papa,
no papa, like this kind of … They are very binary, but then since they are also
played on top of each other, sometimes that also changes the character a lot.
And the early ones don’t really have that at all. There is no overlaying in the
early ones, it’s only … It’s only chronology. Or only … time
X

Yes that’s true, there’s a gap somewhere around the time of something/nothing. Maybe it’s because I was asking my big issue… Being alive is just asking
yourself “what am I doing actually?” so it’s nice to just have the most minimal
thing. Like, there is something, there is nothing. And you can put it on one…
how do you say … sorry for my English.
H
In one loudspeaker?
X
Yes, in one loudspeaker is nothing and the other one is something so to say, so
they just talk to each other. Sometimes they fight and sometimes they can be
together. So it’s always like … it’s always like, who is winning? Something like
that. Si papa, I can say to you “yes papa”, and something I can say no. Just very
minimal way of taking decisions. So it’s the rhythmical sun or moon, night and
day, this (inaudible) every day. It’s very simple to get it
H
They’re all very simple, all the works, but it’s also nice to see … like, one of the
visitors who was here at the opening, Nikolaj, he said that “the works could all
have been made yesterday, or in 2000”. And it’s true, in a way, but on the other hand there is also a development. This very slow development of how you
would work with the development, and how you would … they do change over
time. Maybe not the videos so much. Or maybe they do as well. Do the videos
change? What do you think?
X
No, I think the videos are more… Actually the videos took much longer, even
if it’s not really visible, but it’s more a plan. Like: I want to do this video about
Anne Frank, or about my mother, and then it takes quite a lot of research to
take archives together. And also it’s a more complex process. Even if it’s one
minute long. So most of them are different experiences. So I don’t think there’s
a method in them. I think, in the show they just appear like a new chapter, like,
they appear as (inaudible) itself
H
The family films have more of a method of course
X
Yes exactly, yes. Family things are really different films. But, I would’ve liked to
do more, but I didn’t have really more material
H
For the family films?
X
Yes
H
But it’s also nice not to do a series too long I think
X

(Inaudible) after a while you get the thing. But the most important material I
wanted were (inaudible)
H
And the most important, was that the personal material?
X
The most important? Yes to me it was the, most of that was the personal material, and to put it … this really generic material that everyone would have, to
put it into films like they are like … saved somewhere in the cloud you know.
In general human culture
H
In the general human cloud
X
But of course there’s also, some of the films I really like for some reason.
They’re not necessarily very good films
H
Yes but both the personal material and the films where it comes from, I mean
the films where they come from they’re also, they’re also personal most of the
time
X
You mean to me?
H
Yes
X
Yes, exactly. I don’t take a film like because it’s important in the story of art. It’s
important for me as a memory
H
Also with the memory, they’re always old, the films. Apart maybe from the…
Pardon. Maybe that’s not an old one, I don’t know
X
Pardon is just a TV- show. That was new in the, actually, in the (inaudible) used
(inaudible) TV shows or Japanese cartoons, like you said in the pop section
H
This was a Japanese cartoon?
X
Pardon? No, it’s an American one
H
But it’s a cartoon or it’s a … is it an animated series? No
X
No, no, it’s really a twenty minutes show for teenage girls, American, in school.
No I think about Japanese animation is this one Gigi. This is really like a…
She’s a girl, she’s a nurse, in the usual life, and sometimes she’s a magic princess.
She transforms herself into a magic princess. Because she comes from another

galaxy than other people
H
Of course
X
My mother is a nurse
H
And you also studied to become a nurse
X
Yes, I did it. Like six months. But I realized that I really prefer to be in the other
side of the hospital. Like the guy who is ill. It’s very nice to have nurses to take
care of you, but to be the opposite, to be the nurse, that’s really something
H
It’s a tough job
X
Yes
H
So then… Because otherwise the material would always be old, like, there’s
always the nostalgic side to it. Both with the family films, and also with Anne
the radio work. Anne and her friend’s radio which is also old material. It’s not
from films, but old. And then the super 8 ones also connect to other old films.
Nothing is from now. And a lot of it was also made before you were born as
well. A lot of the films. With Marilyn Monroe. Dreyer is of course really old.
With Ozu. Also the one … is it your niece who is in church?
X
Yes it’s my niece. Yes, even if it’s as you say old images, also in the quality of the
material. I like the VHS, I really love this quality of VHS, it’s really blurry, it’s
like fading itself. You can really feel the tape. And also with Radio Anne it was
tape. So it’s really noisy. And I used for the most recent video, I used a telephone with a very bad quality so it’s really pixelated, and I like that it’s a kind of
VHS for telephone
H
The Samsung Pocket
X
Yes (inaudible). So even with some new material you can have some old nostalgic inside of it
H
You can still do it. If you buy … I wonder what would be the difference, because if you get an iPhone now, then in a few years it will just look dated, like
the image will look dated. It’s like when you watch TV. If you watch a recorded
TV program which is maybe only 5 years old or something … Well now I don’t
know if that’s the case anymore because I don’t watch TV at all, but I remember
before, some years ago, when if you watched something which was a few years

older it looked so old. There was something in the quality of the image that
was really off, even if it wasn’t necessarily very bad, and of course you never
thought of it as being bad quality when it was first screened. But then it just
looks dated. And I think that’s the same if you have an iPhone now and then
you see images that looks like just some years into the future, then it will just
look a bit dated and off. Whereas if you use the Samsung Pocket, which you
have for example, which is, it’s not dated, it wasn’t good to begin with. It was
supposed to be small and practical, not to have a good quality. So then I guess
that becomes a different quality to relate to, rather than the one that just looks
a bit old
X
Yes, when the DVD came after the VHS it looked very like, almost like you go
to the movies. It was amazing. I remember we had the first projector at home,
and it felt like “we don’t have to go to the movies any more”. And nowadays, if
you look at a DVD, it’s really blurred actually, like (inaudible). So it feels like
something was wrong with this. Now it was HD and now on TV they have 4K,
really really high quality
H
Which means that if in the old one everything looks a bit blurred then in the
new things everything looks too sharp. And then you can also see when they
make TV that they have to add the unsharp parts of the screen afterwards.
They edit it afterwards for things to look not so sharp, which looks often really
horrible. It looks really really bad.
X
The sharpest one?
H
Yes, because it’s so sharp, so then they would add effects to create the blurriness
on the edges of it, because they want to add depth and they want you to focus
on one part of the image and it looks really horrible. Because here it’s a choice
in the editing exactly where to put it, and it looks crap. There’s this TV-series
called Civilisations that I was watching, a BBC series about the history of art,
back to Egypt and all the way back. And they add this horrible effect, to add
some sort of depth or … I don’t know. So that it feels like it has more dimensions to the image and it actually just looks horrible. I can’t watch it
X
I don’t really like sharpness, but I like to go and see people doing that. Like
when I go to the movies it’s really amazing to go to a big theatre screen, like it’s
20 meters long, and you have this amazing quality that is full of details. Like
you can see … Even the skin is more realistic than in real life, I mean, its really
very realistic. I can understand that even nowadays some artists they want to
use some video or sound with very super sharp tools. Personally I don’t feel
like I want to show this. I really much prefer to have a blurred thing if … a

vision that has to focus on the very simple, or something that is in a way invisible. One of them. To give you an example, with this Samsung pocket I want to
go and film these prehistoric caves with these paintings that are really old, and
naturally you would want to go there and see very sharply how it is, but it’s no
point to go there and go and film it in a way, so it’s nice if I go there and film it
with the Samsung Pocket. Actually you don’t really see what it is, it’s so blurry
H
Your works, they are pretty nostalgic all of them. But to go and film prehistoric
caves with an old phone that goes beyond nostalgia. I don’t know if you can be
nostalgic about Paleolithic caves
X
Yes, it’s really strange to be nostalgic about something that is really thirty thousand years old
H
I don’t think you can really talk about that as nostalgia anymore. But your
other works they are also not only nostalgic of course. But still, nostalgia goes
through it. I mean there is a certain melancholy and a certain nostalgia and a
certain aesthetics that goes through it. And the aesthetics I think … At least to
me it feels like the aesthetics is not what comes first. The aesthetics is a byproduct of things. Of course there are loads of artistic choices in everything you do,
and I’m not saying that the aesthetics are irrelevant, but the aesthetics is not a
pose, let’s say
X
I’m glad you say that, because I’m asking myself sometimes if I … Too much …
I mean I think it’s … To see everything as aesthetics is not really interesting. It’s
sort of a mannerism. So I don’t want to be an aesthetic person. I’m glad you say
that
H
Of course you’re an aesthetic person. But there are different ways of working
with aesthetics, because these aesthetics they make sense. It means something.
That’s not mannerism. When the aesthetics are there because for one reason
or another it’s important that it looks this way. It’s not because this is the way
things are supposed to look like. I think there’s a huge difference. But what that
means here is that maybe you can say the same thing about the nostalgic side
in your works. Because the nostalgic side, it’s also not a pose. And the melancholy as well. I mean they are both real. If we should brand it in how artists
explain their works, then it’s like “Xavier Gautier makes works about nostalgia
and melancholy”. But that’s not the case. They’re nostalgic and melancholic. But
that’s something else
X
Ok. Yes I don’t…
H

You don’t make works that “discuss” or “criticize” or whatever, in that sense.
That’s not only you, of course, all good art would function in that way I think.
But there are a lot of works where the theme seems to be … the theme or the
aesthetics seem to be ... Yes where the aesthetics is a mannerism I guess. And
where this mannerism and the aesthetics would then later be explained as “discussing” something, like “this is what it does”. I’m not making myself clear at
all. I think I got stuck in a loop there somewhere
X
But I remember at the opening of the show, at the beginning, the feeling I had,
like the visitors, they were trying to catch what it is. Maybe not to ground it,
but knowing what it is exactly, and then, very quickly, they could have this
feeling, or not a feeling but an idea that “ok this is childish and nostalgic, it
talks about nostalgia and blablabla and ok, we get it”. But then after a while
there were more people, then I think there was something different. They were
feeling it. Well, I was feeling a difference between the beginning and after. That
it was not just about nostalgia or something, but they were … the work was
living
H
Maybe also because you were less nervous a bit later
X
Ah yes, maybe. And also, so it turned less … at the beginning it was really a
waiting room, then it turned more into really a listening room
H
Yes, because it did feel like a waiting room in the beginning, but that was also
very nice I think
X
Yes, but it was strange that the visitors ... actually because we didn’t think about
it. It’s just the living room you have, so with all the plants, and the chairs, that
we mostly decided to let it like it was. But then for the people it was really a big
decision, like, “ok, this is the show to put the chairs and the plants behind to
make it like a show”. And so this was not really the point
H
Yes it comes from there but it’s also … I mean if it’s … It did look like a waiting
room, more than a living room, but that is what my living room looks like in
general. But this was also a choice from us, if we didn’t want it to look that way,
then we would have moved things around. So of course we also liked this in a
way. And also this thing with the waiting room, it felt more like that because
of how the projection is installed, like in the corner. So then everyone sits in
the other corner of the room, essentially. And then there is this tiny projection
which is maybe like 50 cm wide or something like that, it’s quite small. And
there’s also a waiting room because since all the works are installed on one
DVD, chronological with a lot of sound works and some video works, there are

three times more sound works than video works. Which means that most of
the time the projection is actually empty. It’s black. Or it just projects light but
there is no image
X
It was not black, it was just … I like that it was projecting, but very light white
H
Yes. But that also adds to a certain waiting room, because it also means that
you would just sit and wait for an image to appear in a corner, and then sometimes it appears, but just for a minute and then it’s gone again for ten minutes
maybe
X
Yes it’s true it was maybe not something planned to be really like a waiting
room actually. But then maybe it makes sense that “what are we waiting for?”
actually. Showing something
H
Or nothing
X
Maybe it has something to do with … maybe doing art as waiting for the doctor, for someone to cure something
H
Waiting for the doctor. Or just the nurse. Just the nurse is enough
X
Yes, waiting for the nurse
H
You don’t need the doctor, the doctor is this authoritarian figure, we don’t really need him. Or her. The nurse is fine
X
Yes we’re waiting for the nurse and after a while the nurse (inaudible)
H
After a while what?
X
The show was the nurse
H
Very good. Ok let’s stop there. That’s good
X
Ok
H
I recorded the whole th

